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ADAPTIVE EQUIPMENT FOR 
YOUR CAPACITIVE DEVICE
In the DISKoveries article in August 
2013, I reviewed some exciting 
adaptive equipment by Ivo 
Beckers, available from Shapedad 
(http://www.shapedad.etsy.
com). The review included several 
different kinds of styluses that 
work with capacitive touch devices, 
such as iPads and Android devices. 
These included the Steady Stylus 
(a T-shaped stylus in two different 
sizes), Strap Stylus (a longer stylus 
that is placed between the index 
finger and the thumb with a strong 
Velcro strap that holds it in place; 
it does not need to be grasped or 
held, but it moves in sync with the 
hand), Flex Stylus (a flexible metal 
strip with a braided cotton sleeve 
that can be bent to the exact angle 
needed) and a Mouthstick Stylus. 

FOLLOWING ARE SOME 
EXCELLENT NEW PRODUCTS 
FROM IVO AND SHAPEDAD:
Head Pointer & Stylus (includes 12” tube 
pointer and 13” flex pointer): This univer-
sal head mount helmet with stylus pointer 
works with tablets and smartphones. The 
fully adjustable helmet fits hat sizes 6.5 
through 7.8 and includes a stainless steel 
mounting plate with pointer of choice 
(four alternatives include 12” and 14” tube 
pointer and a 13” and 15” flex pointer).  

Ready to use in a minute - adjust the head-
band, mount the pointer and go!

Swiss Stylus:  The Swiss Stylus for tablet 
and smartphone addresses many (special) 
kinds of gripping needs. It is a strong brass 
strip covered with transparent tubing and 
creates a natural extension of your finger 
or hand. You can hold and control it in 
many ways. 

Finger Stylus: This is a  highly conductive 
cone-shaped stylus that fits over your fin-
ger. No pressure or drag required. 

Balltop Stylus: This ball-shaped stylus for 
tablet and smartphone has a solid birch 
wooden ball grip and strong aluminum 

pointer covered with a highly conductive 
fabric tip. No drag or pressure required. 
It works for people who have difficulties 
holding an object, like a pen, but who are 
able to firmly grasp something with their 
hand. The grip diameter is 45mm, the stick 
length (including the tip) is 95mm and the 
tip diameter is 9mm.

Snorkel Mouthpiece: The snorkel mouth-
piece comes with a professional IST Sports 
diver mouthpiece (MP1), a custom con-
nector plug and a set of silicone caps for 
a snap fit connection with the mouth stick. 
The connector plug includes air holes for 
breathing and a built-in saliva trap to pre-
vent saliva flow. The inner diameter of the 
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connector plug part of the mouthpiece 
is 8.5mm (0.33”) and combined with the 
caps, it fits tight on a 6mm (0.24”) stick. You 
can use this mouthpiece to create your 
own mouth stick or use it as a spare or re-
placement part of the Mouthstick Stylus.

MOUNTING SOLUTIONS FOR 
IPHONE, IPAD AND IPAD MINI: 
RAM Mounts This company (http://www.
rammount.com) has all kinds of mount-
ing solutions for your tablets, phones, 
cameras and other devices that you want 
to have close by and available. They sell 
component parts and options that make 
a variety of configurations, depending on 
your needs. They have a full complement 
of holders for the most popular iPhone 
and iPad models, along with a large as-
sortment of docking and locking mounts, 
all keeping your devices  safe, secure and 
where ever you are.   

For example, for a wheelchair, The EZ-ON/
OFF™ flexible seat clamp mount consists 
of a universal clamp base, 18” flex rod, 
single-socket mounting system and cus-
tom cradle for the Apple iPad and iPad 2. 
The clamp base is modular in design; it 
can easily be attached to tubes and rect-
angular surfaces, ranging from 0.625” to a 
maximum of 1.25”. The 18” flex rod is more 
rigid than flexible but can be bent into op-
timum position for perfect viewing of your 
iPad. 

Another mounting solution is the RAM 
Tough-Clamp.  This versatile mounting 
product from RAM includes a 1” ball that 
can be used to mount a variety of prod-
ucts, like camera, phone or tablet to al-
most any flat surface and square rails. The 
RAM Tough-Clamp can be mounted to any 
surface on a desk, wheelchair, headrest 
or many other locations. Simple to install, 
while allowing for convenient removal of 
your Apple product, the mounting pos-
sibilities become endless for your iPad or 
iPhone.   

Another mount for the wheelchair, the 
RAM-B-149Z-AP8U consists of a u-bolt 
base, double socket arm and custom cra-
dle for the Apple iPad and iPad 2. Designed 
into the mount is a 1” diameter rubber ball 
and socket system with adjustment points 
at the base and cradle. With a twist of 
the arm knob, you can move the iPad rail 
mount to your optimum viewing position. 
Included in this package is hardware that 

will accommodate rails from 0.50” to 1.25” 
in diameter. 

One of my favorite mounts as a therapist 
using an iPad with children and adults is 
the Table Top Suction Mount. This RAM 
mount system provides a strong, stable 
and moveable mount for the iPad on any 
flat surface, such as desk, laptray or table. 
There is a twist lock suction cup at the 
bottom that attaches the mount securely 
to any flat surface (glass, tabletop, desk, 
etc.) and it can easily be removed and re-
installed to another area, as needed.  This 
makes it an excellent choice if you are us-
ing the iPad in different locations with dif-
ferent users throughout the day and need 
to have it securely placed each time. It suc-
tions and releases in seconds. The rubber 
ball and socket system allows you to adjust 
for different positions and viewing angle. 
The iPad can be placed in either portrait 
or landscape orientation and provides ac-
cess to all controls and jacks. The holder is 
available in a wide range of sizes and types 
(Android, iPad Air, iPad Mini, etc.) and can 
easily be changed. If you prefer to attach 
this mount permanently, change the base 
to the one with pre-drilled holes that can 
be screwed into the tabletop’s flat surface. 
You can also get a dial combination lock 
that provides safety against theft. 

One of the nice features on the website is 
the Tablet Mount Wizard. You just select 
a device, select locking or non-locking, 
the type of cradle and mount type just by 
picking from the pictures and drop down 
menu.  When you are done, your order is 
complete. You can also call/email about 
custom orders to be sure you get exactly 
what you need. 

SCANNING SOLUTIONS FOR 
NOTETAKING
Scanmarker (http://www.scanmarker.
com) is a pen scanner that can scan any 
printed text in seconds. Then (or later), 
connect to the USB port of your computer 
to see your scan right on your computer 
screen in the program of your choice. The 
patented technology is both fast and ac-
curate, recognizing up to 3000 characters 
per minute. Scanmarker’s transparent 
tip lets you see what is being scanned as 
you are scanning it. Once the scan is im-
ported into the computer program, it can 
be edited, if desired, and it will read the 
text aloud. Students can use it to scan key 
sentences in their books and then create 

an outline of most important points. It’s a 
great way to take notes and create sum-
maries. Scanmarker can also translate be-
tween more than 50 different languages. It 
is lightweight, portable and durable, with 
an ergonomic design that lets you use it at 
any angle, just as you would use a regular 
highlighter. 

Swiss Stylus: www.shapedad.etsy.com
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